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Appendix One

The Pressure of Being Student

Write an essay on one of the following:

1. The Pressure of being Student

Students they are facing many problems and pressures while they are studies, and before they became graduates some of them leave the study before completing it, because of the loss of money or experience.

The pressure of general education is less than private one, the general education supported by the government of the country.

Sometimes the students have not enough money to study even in the general education and some of them leave the study at the secondary level schools or at universities.

And those are continue for their study are facing pressure of being student, because they are not finding stable work to benefit them self, and if they find that will teaching on their studies.

The girls can not complete their studies if their families are poor because girls can not work hard and the boy can, so the boys some of them continue (1) they find stable work in the holidays caps.
Finally, the pressure of being a student is very serious to the families and to the country and to the students themselves.
Appendix Two

Sudan is Agricultural Country

The world faces problems these days, because the agriculture began weak and Sudan have this problem. The agriculture is necessary for every country.

The Sudan starts to develop its agriculture because we all depend on agriculture. We need food and good clothes, so that we must depend on our agriculture.

Other people in other countries, they said, that Sudan is the basket of food for all the world in the future, this is right because we have good land and much of water and different climates, so that we can growing different plants for example: Cotton in Summer, Fruits in Winter, etc.

Now we export these to other countries.
Appendix Three

An international Musician

Music is very important in our life, because it's common all over the world. Sometimes it can influence people and change their mind.

For example, before seven years ago I was serving as a soldier in SPLA and what I remember is that our commander brought on day Arab musician in training campus to entertain us although they knew that we hate Arabs and in SPLA. We were fighting against them but when this musician was singing we all were dancing and we were about to break our legs.

Another example is that of Shoker, she is very famous and entertains all people all over the world. She has many pictures and captures in many countries.

Good luck